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Banking on domestic branded formulations… 
Ahmedabad based Eris Lifesciences (Eris) is a domestic branded 
formulations focused pharmaceutical company with emphasis on lifestyle 
related specialised therapeutic areas. The company was promoted by first 
generation entrepreneur Amit Bakshi in 2007. As on FY17, its product 
portfolio comprised 80 mother brand groups and is primarily focused on 
therapies that require the intervention of specialists and super specialists. 
The acute: chronic ratio was at 34:66 pertaining to FY17 revenues. The 
company derived ~77% of revenues from metro cities and class-1 towns. 
It is ranked 20th out of 377 companies present in the chronic category of 
the IPM (IMS MAT March 2017). It owns a manufacturing facility in 
Guwahati, Assam, which is currently operating at ~30% capacity 
utilisation. The company reported a revenue CAGR of 17% in FY13-17 to  
| 725 crore and PAT CAGR of 43% to | 242 crore during the same period. 

Investment Rationale 
Focus on branded prescription based lifestyle related segments 
The company focuses on lifestyle related disorders, which are chronic in 
nature. Hence, the main target of the company is specialist and super 
specialist doctors. Revenues grew at a CAGR of 17% in FY13-17. 
However, growth in the chronic category was higher at 29% in FY13-17. 
As per IPM, it was the fastest growing company among top 25 companies 
in terms of revenues (IMS MAT March 2017). Even in the acute segment 
(34% of total revenues) the company focuses on categories that are 
connected to lifestyle disorders and are required to be prescribed over an 
extended period. 
Top company by prescription rank 
Eris is among the top five companies in India by prescription share. 
Doctors prescribing in metro cities and class 1 towns in India of Eris 
products have increased from 37,842 (constituting 13.8% of total doctors) 
in FY13 to 50,282 (constituting 15.7% of total doctors) in FY17. 
Significant margin expansion and strong return ratios 
EBITDA margins have improved to 37.1% in FY17 from 21.9% in FY13 on 
the back of a change in product mix, strong growth in chronic segment 
and lower outsourcing post commercialisation of the Guwahati facility. 
Share of the chronic segment has gone up from 52% in FY13 to 66% in 
FY17. RoCEs and RoEs were at 44.8% and 46.7%, respectively, in FY17. 

Key concerns 
1) High product concentration, 2) looming threat of product conversion 
from brands to generics, 3) uncertainty associated with pharma pricing, 4) 
reduction or termination of tax incentives and 5) single plant dependence 
Priced at 34x FY17 EPS of | 17.6; expensive but compelling  
At the upper band of | 603, the stock is available at 34.3x FY17 EPS of  
| 17.6. We have assigned SUBSCRIBE recommendation to the issue 
based on management dynamism, robust financial performance, healthy 
return ratios, leverage free balance sheet and strong free cash flows. A 
superior business and financial matrix justify the premium valuation. 
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Exhibit 1: Key Financials 
 

FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17
Total Revenues (| crore) 393.1 508.8 545.6 597.0 725.0
EBITDA (| crore) 85.9 98.9 121.5 171.5 268.6
EBITDA Margins (%) 21.9 19.4 22.3 28.7 37.1
PAT (| crore) 58.2 70.4 89.2 133.6 242.1
EPS (|) 4.2 5.1 6.5 9.7 17.6
RoE (%) 54.9 39.8 33.5 44.6 44.8
RoCE (%) 65.4 49.5 37.5 47.1 46.7
EBITDA Conversion (%) 44.3 90.6 74.1 76.6 74.4

Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
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Company Background 
Eris Lifesciences was incorporated on January, 2007 and currently owns 
three subsidiaries 1) Eris Therapeutics Pvt Ltd (incorporated in FY10)  
2) Aprica Health (acquired in FY17) and 3) Kinedex (acquired in FY17). The 
company develops, manufactures and commercialises branded 
pharmaceutical products in specialised therapeutic areas within the 
chronic and acute categories such as cardiovascular (CVS), anti-diabetics, 
vitamins, gastroenterology, and anti-infectives. Its focus has been on 
developing products in the chronic and acute category that are linked to 
lifestyle related disorders. The acute: chronic ratio was at 34:66 for FY17. 
It ranked twentieth out of 377 domestic and multinational companies 
present in the chronic category of the IPM, in terms of revenues for FY17. 
Eris has been the fastest growing company, in the chronic category, 
among top 25 companies in revenues, with FY13-17 CAGR of 29% to  
| 549 crore whereas its revenues from the acute category grew at a CAGR 
of 12% in FY13-17 to | 289 crore. Overall, for FY17, the company reported 
revenue growth of 17% to | 725 crore and PAT growth of 43% to | 242 
crore. 
 
The company’s product portfolio comprises 80 mother brand groups and 
is primarily focused on therapeutic areas, which require the intervention 
of specialists and super specialists such as cardiologists, diabetologists, 
endocrinologists and gastroenterologists. Sales in metro cities and class 1 
towns together accounted for 77% of its revenues in FY17, as a majority 
of specialists and super specialists are based in these metro cities and 
class 1 towns. Between FY13 and FY17, there was an increase in the 
number of doctors prescribing the company’s products from 37842 to 
50282 with a prescription share of 1.3% for FY17. 
 
In the chronic category the company cater to the following therapeutic 
areas:  
 
1) Cardiovascular (CVS): It has a portfolio of 63 brands in the CVS 
therapeutic area, including 44 brands in the hypertension subgroup; 27 of 
the CVS brands were ranked in the top 10 in their respective subgroup of 
the IPM. For FY17 it registered revenues of | 274 crore and was ranked 
18th in the CVS therapeutic area (IMS MAT March 2017). 
 
2) Anti-diabetics: It has a portfolio of 26 brands in the anti-diabetics 
therapeutic area, of which seven brands were ranked in the top 10 in their 
respective subgroup of the IPM. For FY17 it registered revenues of | 242 
crore and was ranked 10th in the anti-diabetes therapeutic area (IMS MAT 
March 2017). 
 
3) Others: Its revenues from other therapeutic areas in the chronic 
category, viz. neurology, chronic respiratory and chronic pain 
(analgesics), were | 33 crore in FY17 (IMS MAT March 2017). 
 
The company's acute portfolio primarily caters to the following 
therapeutic areas: 
 
1) Vitamins: It has grown to become the seventh largest company in 
cholecalciferol oral solids (including combinations) subgroup, in terms of 
revenues with a market share of 4.6% in FY17. It has the largest brand in 
Vitamin D and mecobalamin subgroup. For FY17, revenues from the 
vitamins therapeutic area were | 115 crore (FY13-17 growth CAGR of 7%) 
(IMS MAT March 2017). 
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2) Gastroenterology: It has a portfolio of 46 brands in the gastro-intestinal 
therapeutic area, of which five brands were ranked in the top 10 in their 
respective subgroup of the IPM. For FY17 revenues from the 
gastroenterology therapeutic area were | 78 crore (FY13-17 CAGR of 8%) 
(IMS MAT March 2017). 
 
3) Acute pain-analgesics: For FY17, revenues from the acute pain-
analgesics therapeutic area were | 27.5 crore (IMS MAT March 2017). 
 
4) Anti-infectives: For FY17, revenues from the anti-infectives therapeutic 
area was at | 22 crore (FY13-17 growth CAGR of 6%) (IMS MAT March 
2017). 
 
5) Gynaecology: The company has developed its portfolio of products in 
the gynaecology therapeutic area with a focus on products catering to 
women’s health. For FY17, revenues from the gynaecology therapeutic 
area was at � 22.5 crore (FY13-17 growth CAGR of 37%) (IMS MAT March 
2017). 
 
6) Others: Revenues from other therapeutic areas in the acute category, 
viz. acute respiratory, hepatoprotectives, hormones, haematology, 
dermatology, anti-obesity products and products for injury healing, was at 
| 24.2 crore (IMS MAT March 2017). 
 
Eris has acquired trademarks in relation to 40 brands in FY17, from Amay 
Pharma for an aggregate consideration of | 33 crore, in order to grow its 
product portfolio in the CVS and anti-diabetics therapeutic areas. Amay 
Pharma’s FY17 revenues, from the brands acquired stood at | 19 crore. 
Further, it has entered into a share purchase agreement to acquire an 
overall 75.5% in Kinedex for a consideration of | 77 crore. Kinedex 
primarily focuses on products catering to mobility related disorders in the 
musculoskeletal therapeutic area, within the acute pain-analgesics 
therapeutic area while its revenues for FY17 were at | 83 crore. 
 
The company owns and operates a manufacturing facility in Guwahati, 
Assam, which is currently operating at ~30% capacity utilisation. It also 
outsources manufacture of certain products from ~20 third party 
manufacturers. It has seven sales divisions, which together comprise 1500 
marketing representatives (March 31 2017). 
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Key strengths 
Focus on branded prescription based lifestyle related segments 
The company focuses on lifestyle related disorders, which are chronic in 
nature. Hence, the main target of the company is specialist and super 
specialist doctors. It is mainly in to select therapeutic areas, such as, CVS, 
anti-diabetics, vitamins, gastroenterology, anti-infectives and 
gynaecology. In FY17, chronic segment generated 66% of total revenues 
(IMS TSA MAT, March 2017). Even in the acute segment (34% of total 
revenues), the company focuses on categories that are connected to 
lifestyle disorders, and required to be prescribed over an extended 
period. 
 
Exhibit 2: Chronic: Acute (FY17) 

Acute 
34%

Chronic 
66%

 

Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 

One of the fastest growing companies in chronic segment 
Revenues grew at a CAGR of 17% over FY13-17. However, growth in the 
chronic category was higher at 29% over FY13-17. As per IPM, it was the 
fastest growing company among top 25 companies in terms of revenues 
(IMS MAT March 2017). The company ranked has also improved to 
twentieth out of 377 companies in the chronic category in FY17, from 
twenty-sixth in FY13. 
 
Exhibit 3: Chronic segment revenue growth 
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Top company by prescription rank  
India is a prescriptions driven pharmaceuticals market. Most drugs are 
sold through prescriptions from specialist and super specialist doctors 
which account for ~62% of all prescriptions in IPM for FY17. A growing 
contribution of specialty therapies is expected to further enhance the 
importance of specialists and super specialists in the pharmaceuticals 
value chain. Eris is among the top five companies in India by prescription 
share. Doctors prescribing Eris products has increased to 50,282 (from 37, 
842 in FY13) with a prescription share of 1.3% in FY17. 
 

Exhibit 4: Average prescription per doctor per month (based on MAT Mar 31st, 2017) 

 

Source: Company presentation, ICICIdirect.com Research 

 
Focus on metro cities and class-1 towns in India 
According to IMS, metro cities and class 1 towns in India accounted for 
66% of the IPM market in FY17. The contribution of these geographies in 
the chronic category was at 72%. Further, the chronic category has grown 
at a faster pace in metro cities and class 1 towns at 13.1% and 18.2%, 
respectively, over FY13-17. Eris derived ~77% of revenues from metro 
cities and class-1 towns. Majority of specialists and super specialists are 
based in these metro cities and class-1 towns. 
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Exhibit 5: IPM geographical bifurcation 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com, Research 

 

Exhibit 6: IPM chronic category 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com, Research 

 
 

Exhibit 7: Eris chronic geographical sales 
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Exhibit 8: FY17 chronic segment growth rates 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com, Research 

 
 
Exhibit 9: Percentage of specialists and super specialists in Metro and Class I town 
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Financials: 
 
Exhibit 10: Revenues (| crore) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
 
Exhibit 11: EBITDA & EBITDA margins (%) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
 
 
Exhibit 12: Net profit trend (| crore) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research  
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Exhibit 13: Return ratios (%) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research  
 
Exhibit 14: Free cash flows (| crore) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research  

 
Exhibit 15: Working capital cycle (days) 
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Source: RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research  
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Key concerns 
High Product concentration 
The company’s top 10 brands generated 72.5% of total revenues in FY17 
as per IMS. Sale of products in CVS, anti-diabetics, vitamins and gastro-
intestinal therapeutic areas contributed 32.7%, 28.9%, 13.7% and 9.3%, 
respectively. Any adverse developments with respect to products in these 
therapeutic areas, and failure to successfully introduce new products in 
other therapeutic areas to compensate for any losses in these therapeutic 
areas, could have an adverse effect on results of operations and financial 
condition.  
Looming threat of product conversion from brands to generics  
Pursuant to a notification dated October 8, 2016, the Indian Medical 
Council (Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics) Regulations, 2002 
were amended and a letter dated April 21, 2017, to require that doctors in 
India are required to provide prescriptions to patients in terms of generic 
pharmaceutical names instead of particular brand or trade names of 
medicines. The company’s business relies, in part, on doctors, including 
specialists and super specialists, who prescribe products identified by 
their brand names. In the event that doctors, including specialists and 
super specialists, are unable to or are restricted from prescribing brands, 
the demand for, and volume of sales of, the company’s products may 
decline. This may have an adverse effect on the business, results of 
operations and financial condition. 
 
Uncertainty associated with pharma pricing 
In India, pharmaceutical prices are subject to regulation. The government 
has been actively reviewing prices of pharmaceuticals and margins 
offered to trade. The existence of price controls can limit the revenues it 
earns. Also, 12% of Eris’ revenues are within the list of scheduled 
formulations whose prices are regulated by DPCO 2013. 
 
Reduction or termination of tax incentives  
The North East Industrial and Investment Promotion Policy, 2007 is 
applicable to the company’s Assam Facility, pursuant to which, Eris is 
eligible to avail of certain tax incentives including income tax and excise 
duty exemption for 10 years (until FY24 and FY25, respectively), in 
addition to certain capital investment and trade subsidies. The reduction 
or termination of tax incentives, or non-compliance with conditions under 
which such tax incentives are made available, are expected to increase 
the company’s tax liability. 
 
Disruption in production at manufacturing facility (single facility) 
It owns and operates one manufacturing facility in Guwahati, Assam. In 
FY17, products manufactured at the Assam Facility, contributed to 59.3% 
of total revenues. Any disruptions in its Assam facility could delay 
production or require the company to shut down manufacturing facility. 
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Valuations 
At the upper band of | 603, the stock is available at 34.3x FY17 EPS of  
| 17.6. We has assigned SUBSCRIBE recommendation to the issue based 
on the management dynamism, robust financial performance, healthy 
return ratios, leverage free balance sheet and strong free cash flows. 
Superior business and financial matrix justify premium valuation. 

Exhibit 16: Peer compression 

| crore Mcap Revenue OPM (%) NPM (%) ROE (%) ROCE (%) P/S (x) PE (x)
GSK Pharma 20,886.9 2,926.5 14.3 11.5 18.2 26.8 7.1 62.1
Pfizer 7,621.8 1,966.3 22.9 17.1 14.8 28.6 3.9 22.7
Abbott 8,948.1 2,902.6 13.7 9.5 22.2 22.7 3.1 32.4
Sanofi 9,327.3 2,368.6 22.5 12.5 17.7 22.1 3.9 31.4
Novartis 1,851.7 656.2 14.6 8.7 5.5 6.3 2.8 34.5
Merck 1,812.7 968.3 11.7 7.8 12.3 13.6 1.9 23.9
Ajanta Pharma 13,825.1 1,932.6 35.7 26.2 37.0 37.4 7.2 27.5
FDC 3,327.3 1,051.0 23.4 17.9 15.2 22.5 3.2 17.8
Eris 8291.25* 725.0 37.1 33.4 44.8 46.7 11.4 34.3

FY17/CY16

 
Source: Bloomberg, RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research; * at the upper band  
 

Objects of issue  
The offer for sale is essentially to enhance company's brand name and 
provide liquidity to the existing shareholders. The company will not 
receive any proceeds from the offer. 
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Financial summary 
 

Profit and loss statement | Crore 
(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17
Revenues 393.1 508.8 545.6 597.0 725.0
Growth (%) 43.5 29.5 7.2 9.4 21.4
Raw Material Expenses 73.7 98.7 94.2 97.7 104.3
Employee Expenses 67.3 90.5 125.6 124.7 132.0
Other Manufacturing Expenses 166.1 220.6 204.2 203.1 220.0
Total Operating Expenditure 307.2 409.9 424.1 425.5 456.3
EBITDA 85.9 98.9 121.5 171.5 268.6
Growth (%) 46.9 15.2 22.8 41.2 56.6
Interest 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2
Depreciation 3.5 4.8 15.5 20.4 23.7
Other Income 1.4 4.4 3.5 3.4 19.1
PBT before Exceptional Items 83.1 98.3 109.4 154.4 263.8
Less: Forex & Exceptional Items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PBT 83.1 98.3 109.4 154.4 263.8
Total Tax 24.7 27.8 20.2 19.6 21.9
PAT before MI 58.4 70.5 89.3 134.9 241.9
Minority Interest 0.2 0.1 0.0 1.3 -0.2
PAT 58.2 70.4 89.2 133.6 242.1
Adjusted PAT 58.2 70.4 89.2 133.6 242.1
Growth (%) 57.5 21.0 26.7 49.7 81.2
EPS 4.2 5.1 6.5 9.7 17.6
EPS (Adjusted) 4.2 5.1 6.5 9.7 17.6

 

Source: Company RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
 

Cash flow statement | Crore 
(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17
Profit/(Loss) before taxation 83.1 98.3 109.4 154.4 263.8
Add: Depreciation 3.5 4.8 15.5 20.4 23.7
Add: Net Interest expense 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2
Add: Net income taxes paid -36.0 -30.1 -23.4 -34.7 -53.1
Add: Others 2.7 -4.3 -3.4 -0.6 -18.4
Net Increase in Current Assets 17.0 27.7 -0.5 -10.0 9.2
Net Increase in Current Liabilities -33.1 -6.9 -7.5 1.8 -25.5
CF from operating activities 38.0 89.6 90.1 131.5 199.9

Purchase of Fixed Assets -7.8 -51.9 -13.1 -23.6 -49.7
Sale of Fixed Assets 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 3.5
(Inc)/Dec in Investments -28.0 -30.9 -79.2 -20.3 -137.9
CF from investing activities -35.7 -82.7 -92.1 -43.9 -184.1

Inc/(Dec) in Loan Funds -2.4 -2.1 0.5 -0.5 -6.5
Sub: Interest Expense 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2
Less: Dividend Paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 83.1 16.9
CF from financing activities -3.1 -2.3 0.5 -83.7 -23.7
Net Cash flow -0.8 4.6 -1.6 3.9 -7.9
Adjusments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4
Opening Cash 2.8 2.0 6.6 5.0 8.9
Closing Cash 2.0 6.6 5.0 8.9 2.3
Free Cashflow 30.0 37.7 76.8 107.8 146.6

Source: Company RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
 

 

Balance sheet | Crore 
(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17
Equity Capital 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 13.8
Reserve and Surplus 106.0 176.7 265.9 299.5 526.2
Total Shareholders funds 106.1 176.9 266.0 299.6 539.9
Total Debt 0.6 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5
Deferred Tax Liability 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Minority Interest 4.7 4.4 3.9 3.2 0.0
Other Non Current Liabilities 16.9 18.1 21.3 25.6 24.8
Source of Funds 128.3 199.3 291.8 328.4 565.2

Gross Block - Fixed Assets 35.3 87.4 99.0 121.9 117.3
Accumulated Depreciation 11.8 16.3 31.5 51.2 62.0
Net Block 23.5 71.1 67.5 70.7 55.3
Capital WIP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
Net Fixed Assets 23.5 71.1 67.5 70.7 55.4
Total Intangible Assets 3.4 3.9 4.2 0.7 115.6
Investments 46.5 84.0 166.5 190.0 268.6
Inventory 43.2 44.8 57.6 47.6 55.8
Cash 4.9 7.3 5.7 9.7 2.4
Debtors 16.6 22.3 23.7 25.4 48.9
Loans & Advances & Other CA 15.2 14.1 7.2 12.1 18.9
Total Current Assets 79.9 88.5 94.2 94.8 126.0
Creditors 22.0 37.4 36.7 24.6 38.5
Provisions & Other CL 43.6 71.3 65.5 69.0 75.8
Total Current Liabilities 43.6 71.3 65.5 69.0 75.8
Net Current Assets 36.3 17.2 28.7 25.8 50.2
LT L& A, Other Assets 18.3 23.0 21.5 35.4 65.9
Deferred Tax Assets 0.3 0.2 3.3 5.7 9.5
Application of Funds 128.3 199.3 291.8 328.4 565.2

 

Source: Company RHP, ICICIdirect.com Research 
 

Key ratios 
(Year-end March) FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17
Per share data (|)
EPS 4.2 5.1 6.5 9.7 17.6
Cash EPS 4.2 5.1 6.5 2.4 17.6
BV per share 7.7 12.9 19.3 21.8 39.3
Dividend per share 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.3 0.0
Cash Per Share 0.9 1.2 2.3 3.7 4.5
Operating Ratios (%)
Gross Profit Margins 81.2 80.6 82.7 83.6 85.6
EBITDA margins 21.9 19.4 22.3 28.7 37.1
PAT Margins 14.8 13.8 16.4 22.4 33.4
Inventory days 40.1 32.1 38.5 29.1 28.1
Debtor days 15.4 16.0 15.8 15.5 24.6
Creditor days 20.4 26.8 24.6 15.0 19.4
Asset Turnover 3.1 2.6 1.9 1.8 1.3
EBITDA conversion 44.3 90.6 74.1 76.6 74.4
Return Ratios (%)
RoE 54.9 39.8 33.5 44.6 44.8
RoCE 65.4 49.5 37.5 47.1 46.7
RoIC NA 120.6 74.7 129.1 1,387.0
Valuation Ratios (x)
P/E 142.5 117.7 92.9 62.1 34.3
EV / EBITDA 43.5 37.5 30.6 21.3 13.1
EV / Revenues 9.5 7.3 6.8 6.1 4.9
Market Cap / Revenues 9.6 7.4 6.9 6.3 5.2
Price to Book Value 78.2 46.9 31.2 27.7 15.4
Solvency Ratios
Debt / Equity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Debt / EBITDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Current Ratio 1.7 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.6

 

Source: Company, ICICIdirect.com Research 
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RATING RATIONALE 
ICICIdirect.com endeavours to provide objective opinions and recommendations. ICICIdirect.com assigns 
ratings to its stocks according to their notional target price vs. current market price and then categorises them 
as Strong Buy, Buy, Hold and Sell. The performance horizon is two years unless specified and the notional 
target price is defined as the analysts' valuation for a stock. 
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